
Lectine#4 : Continuous and linear bandits

In many applications ,

the agent can observe a context or first (eg user information
in the case of online recommandation)

Bandits with continuum amo
Before that ,

let us consider the problem of continuous bandits

Setting Continuous bandite

At each time step t....
· the agent pulls an on a EACTO.

1 sub-Gaussion
· the agent observes and receives the reward Tr =M (ar) +yt where

i
i

·mendet noise

Loal : minimis regret R- = Tp-plan) where
p = sup s Ma

Without
any arrumption on por

it
, we cannot do anything.

Othermin
, for A = To

-1) and
any algorithm , we can choose x st .

frEN
, (Par = x) = 0

Then for pital = 1a
= m /

the same algorithm would behave as if M= 0 and never pull n

so that its regret is Ri = T
.







Without
any assumption oni independent bandit

games for each context c

· First possibility , a is "regular Ce .

g. Lipschify on Holder) ~

In that case
,

we can again run a binning vasion of UCB to

directive the context set (instead of action sel

SinningUCB (contextual)

Input: ESO

↑

-

Lef X be an E-covering of minimal cordinal of C

For each time step .
541 :

· obte the context cr

· le BEX a ball containing Cr : Co-X

↑ NB= Hasch Le
- pull the arm af following the USB algorithm on the bin B in with

CH =A asstestBYs

Theorem :

Let p SO and 250 . Assom that explk ,
2) is p-Holder for any RECE

and 2 fo..
The regist of Contextual) binning UCB is then bounded as:

/P
choosing a of oder( we get RE =0 This ClientPlipta

Proof is not
asdirect as the continuous bandits case : UCB does not act with ind variables her,

but

random variables of the type : YaCH =Met yalt) with 7214
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Befor the confidence ret, what is the estimate of
? (ie impinical

Regularized last. synares estimator :

Of = agminr -Gast" Full te

linear

negration -the proty facte Ca regalauration parameth)
↓50 encos migueness of the minimis

we can indeed easily heck that :
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Eny symetric , prikle definitematis MEND and vector UCIR
, we demote

lully : = (ut Mal

m Clinear bandits concentration)
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